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I. INTRODUCTION
According to the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) regulations, the center frequency of UWB (Ultra Wide Band) is higher than 20%, and its bandwidth is wider than 500MHz. This technology has been used for radar applications and experimental work for over half a century, but it was not allowed to apply in civilian areas. In 2002, the FCC changed the rules that the UWB technology is allowed to use in civilian areas. In 2003, the first FCC-certified commercial system was installed [1] .
The UWB technology is a radio technology that is based on modulation of short-nanosecond and low-energy pulse. Since the UWB uses pulse technology, it is capable of being detected in a longer range than other signal forms. Pulse signals can tend to penetrate solid objects, and its effect is better than continuous wave signals. For example, the UWB is used for ground penetrating radar. This characteristic makes the UWB have greater potential for industrial automation applications than exciting other technology. Some bandwidth types are showed in Table I. used on physical layer. So these research achievements are not suitable for the characteristic of the UWB technology. For instance, one of drawbacks of the UWB technology is that the channel acquisition time is high in its current state. It is a critical challenge that a receiver usually needs tens of micro-seconds or even tens of milliseconds to synchronize with transmitted signals when UWB system is designed, known as timing acquisition problem [3] . At the same time, owing to a lot of short packets in the FCS applications [4] [5] [6] , the performance of delay and slot utilization will be declined in FCS based on UWB. Hence, we must take into account characteristics of UWB and size of data packet in FCS, and design a new MAC protocol or mechanism for the FCS based on UWB.
Lu et al [7] researched the impact of acquisition time and solved timing acquisition problem by aggregating multiple upper-layer packets into a larger frame. It is a good idea. We introduce to the idea of aggregating multiple upper-layer packets, and design a dynamic length mechanism for unite frame on MAC layer in FCS based on UWB in this paper. The discussion of this topic takes the following structure. Section II analyses some characteristics of typical FCS, and calculates slot utilization when the CSMA/CA protocol is used in the MAC layer of the FCS based on UWB. Section III proposes a dynamic length mechanism for unite frame on MAC layer of FCS based on UWB. In section IV, simulation model is structured, and simulation results are presented and discussed. Conclusions are provided in section V. OF THE CSMA/CA PROTOCOL IN  FCS BASED ON UWB This section will analyze some characteristics of typical FCS and size of their packets, and calculate slot utilization when the CSMA/CA protocol is used in the MAC layer of different typical FCS.
II. SLOT UTILIZATION

A. FCS Characteristic
Fieldbus is becoming more popular in industrial control systems. Now, some automation systems use the fieldbus technology. Fieldbus, in a first approximation, is a local area network, and it dedicates to connection between sensors, actuators and controllers. They may provide real-time communication in fieldbus control system. The real-time communication is required for manufacturing industry, robots, power plants, cars, trains, aircrafts, building automation applications, and so on.
There are hundreds of different fieldbus protocols in all around the world. Different countries and businesses have established different standards of FCS. The IEC61784 standard classifies fieldbuses into eight types [8] [9] . The characteristics of popular fieldbuses are showed in Table II [10] . The size of data packets is almost short in these popular fieldbuses, and this is a distinct characteristic in the FCS applications. B. Slot utilization of the CSMA/CA protocol in different types FCS based on UWB The slot utilization is defined as follow [3] :
Let T d denote the transmission time of data packet. T is all time for sending a data packet, include the channel acquisition time, the transmission time of RTS/CTS packet, and so on.
The basic wireless MAC protocol is the carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance protocol (usually known as CSMA/CA protocol), and it has distributed coordination function. Unlike CSMA/CD protocol (carrier sense multiple access with collision detection protocol), the CSMA/CA protocol tries to avoidance collisions before they happen. The CSMA/CD protocol deals with collision by detection. If a node want to transmit a data packet, it will first transmit a short control packet-RTS (Request To Send), which will include the source address, destination address, and duration time of the following transaction (include transmission time of the data packet and the respective packets-ACK). The destination node will respond (if the medium is free) with a response control packet-CTS (Clear To Send), which will include the same information. The slot configuration of CSMA/CA protocol is showed in Fig.2 . Let T d , T a and T r denote the transmission time of data packet, the channel acquisition time and the transmission time of RTS/CTS packet respectively. T s is the minimum time required to sense carrier (also defined as DIFS in the 802.11 protocol), and T c is the slot time of contention. When the CSMA/CA protocol is used in the MAC protocol of different typical FCS, the slot utilization is approximately given by (2) [3] .
The extreme size of data packets in several typical FCS is as follow: 
The maximal size of data packet in above FCS is commonly 512B. If the speed of data transmission is 50Mbps and T a =1ms, then T d is 0.08192ms. Because the slot time is very low, T r and T s may be neglected. Under the circumstances, the slot utilization of CSMA/CA protocol is as follows: on UWB. So we design a dynamic length mechanism for unite frame to alleviate impact of channel acquisition time.
III. THE DYNAMIC LENGTH MECHANISM FOR UNITE FRAME
Because the channel acquisition time of UWB is high, and a lot of packets are short in FCS, we introduce to a dynamic length mechanism for unite frame on MAC layer of FCS based on UWB.
A. The Design of unite frame
We define a new type of data packet, called unite frame. Unlike the existing data packet, a unite frame may consist of multiple upper-layer data packets, and those data packets are transmitted as one unit. A frame contains only one upper-layer data packet in MAC of IEEE 802.11. This approach of assembling multiple upper-layer data packets may significantly reduce the synchronization overhead in the FCS based on UWB. But we must classify incoming upper-layer data packets and manage buffers effectively so that to reduce the assembly time of unite frame. The data packet is classified by the destination address and the priority level of data packets in the FCS based on UWB. The incoming upper-layer data packets can be classified and put into D×P matrix queue buffer, where D is the total number of destination addresses including possible broadcast and multicast addresses, and P is the total number of priority level of data packets in the FCS based on UWB. We will assemble unite frame quickly by above D×P matrix queue buffer.
B. Realization of dynamic length mechanism for unite frame
Because of interference on industrial environment, wireless communication is not very stable. If the size of unite frame (UF) is too large, the probability of interference is greater than short frame on industrial environment. It would generate retransmission phenomenon repeatedly, and the performance of overall channel utilization and average delay is not improved. On the other hand, the buffer maybe not has a number of packets for sending to the same destination at time. The FCS often require real-time, some data packets have to wait until system assembles a UF for the specified size. Regardless of the size of UF, the channel utilization will be low still. The major challenge in an assembly mechanism of UF is that how to merge packets in D×P matrix queues buffers. Therefore, taking into account the above problem, the size of UF is designed dynamically in this paper.
We define S max and S min , and they respectively represent the maximum size and the minimum size of UF. The maximum size of UF can not larger than S max . When the buffer has no data packets of same destination address, and the size of the UF is not shorter than S min , the mechanism may assemble data packets of lower priority level in D×P matrix queues buffer than the first data packet in the UF. The UF may be assembled data packets of different priority level, but the destination address of these data packets is the same.
According to FCS characteristics, the dynamic length mechanism for unite frame on MAC layer of FCS based on UWB are as follows:
First of all, the first data packet of the highest priority level in D×P matrix queues buffer will be took out, and add to UF. The destination address of the UF will be the same as destination address of that data packet. The data packets of the same destination address and the same priority level are added to the UF until the size of UF equals to S max , or the time is overtime. The UF is sent. If there is no data packets of the same destination address and the same priority level, and the size of UF is larger than S min . The UF will be sent. Otherwise, you may add data packets of the same destination address and lower priority level to the UF until the size of UF equals to S min , or the time is overtime.
It should be emphasized that, S min is the Maximum size of UF, when the UF consists of some data packets of different priority level. The pseudo code of the dynamic length mechanism for unite frame on MAC layer of FCS based on UWB is as follows: In this section, we evaluate the performance of the dynamic length mechanism for unite frame on MAC layer of FCS based on UWB by simulation. We structured simulation model based on the CSMA/CA protocol with dynamic length mechanism for unite frame (D-UF). Fig.3 shows the simulation model.
We choose 100 nodes and they are located in a 100m×100m area. Table III gives the parameters of the simulation model [11] [12] . Fig.4 shows the three major performances: throughput, slot utilization and delay. Clearly, the slot utilization and throughput of CSMA/CA protocol with D-UF is higher than the traditional CSMA/CA protocol. The delay of CSMA/CA protocol with D-UF is lower than the traditional CSMA/CA protocol. Of course, if the data packet size is larger than 2048 bytes, the slot utilization is the same as the traditional CSMA/CA protocol, and the throughput of CSMA/CA protocol with D-UF is lower than the traditional CSMA/CA protocol, and the delay of CSMA/CA protocol with D-UF is higher than the traditional CSMA/CA protocol. But the size of data packets is less than 2048 bytes in FCS. Simulation results show that the CSMA/CA protocol with D-UF is more effective than traditional CSMA/CA protocol in the FCS based on UWB.
V. CONCLUSION
The UWB technology is ideally suited for wireless industrial control networks (FCS) in complex and hostile industrial environments. Owing to high channel acquisition time of UWB and a lot of short packets in industrial control system, the efficiency of FCS based on UWB will significantly reduce. We researched the impact of acquisition time and solved timing acquisition problem by aggregating multiple upper-layer packets into a UF. We designed a dynamic length mechanism for unite frame on MAC layer of the FCS based on UWB. The performance on throughput, slot utilization and delay of CSMA/CA protocol with D-UF is better than the traditional CSMA/CA protocol
